
Blotter

EUCLID

06/12/2023 06/18/2023Through

Date: Time: Location:Oca:

00:32:

2995

06/12/2023

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

1155 BABBITT RD2303248

While conducting an HVSA in the parking area of the Amazon fulfillment center several vehicles were found with broken windows. 8
damaged vehicles were located in total and several of the vehicles had items stolen from them. The suspect vehicle was a stolen dark
colored Kia Forte with a temporary tag which was recovered and towed to processing.

00:06:

2297

06/12/2023

BURGLARY - FORCED ENTRY - RESID

26201 SHOREVIEW AV2303249

A female complainant returned to her residence to find that the back entrance to her back door was broken and wide open. In addition, the
caller reported that several items were missing, and the property to her home had been damaged.

00:39:

7395

06/12/2023

DISTURBANCE

25541 TUNGSTEN RD2303250

Intoxicated male made threats to end his life after being notified by his wife she wanted to separate. The male grabbed an officers gun
while being loaded onto a cot prior to transport. The intoxicated male was transported to the hospital for a psych evaluation.

05:11:

2404

06/12/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

770 E 212 ST2303253

The caller reported that her vehicle is missing from her driveway. 

Cleveland Police recovered this vehicle and towed it to 3040 Quigley Rd. No suspects were located with this vehicle.

08:09:

2411

06/12/2023

UNAUTHORIZED USE OF A MOTOR VEHICLE

329 HALLE DR2303254

Unauthorized use of motor vehicle - Female reported, that her now ex-girlfriend drove off with her vehicle. 

6/19/23:

Received stolen entry from CVD scanned into digital media.  -GM

07:29:

2497

06/12/2023

VEHICLE AND/OR PLATES RECOVERED BY US

27331 TUNGSTEN RD2303255

Caller reporting vehicle with broken out window in parking lot. Cleveland PD notified of stolen. Tow card sent to vehicle owner.

10:21:

2995

06/12/2023

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

27312 BEECH DR2303257

Criminal damaging - Male reported that someone scratched his vehicle.

11:39:

2699

06/12/2023

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

711 TREVITT CIR S2303258

STATION HOUSE: fraud
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Date: Time: Location:Oca:

11:40:

2995

06/12/2023

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

26901 BRUSH AV 1232303259

FEMALE REPORTING DAMAGE TO THE LEFT REAR PASSENGER WINDOW (OH #FXJ9544)

11:59:

2404

06/12/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

23555 EUCLID AV2303260

Unknown suspect stole vehicle from the parking lot. Suspect then used the victim's credit card at Speedway Gas Station at a pump.

6/14/23: Stolen Vehicle recovered in our city & Towed to 3s CVD cleared it from LEADS

14:34:

2999

06/12/2023

DAMAGE TO PROPERTY

24799 LAKE SHORE BLVD2303263

Police responded to a apartment for a report of criminal damage.

14:37:

7297

06/12/2023

NEIGHBOR TROUBLE (FREE TEXT)

1820 GRAND BL2303264

Male reporting that a neighbor had walked over to his property and threatened to "beat up" the complainant. Complainant advised this has
been an on going issue with this neighbor.

16:11:

2404A

06/12/2023

ATTEMPTED GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

100 RICHMOND RD2303266

Officers responded for reports of four juveniles attempting to steal a Kia. Three were arrested after a foot pursuit.

16:04:

5309B

06/12/2023

HARASSMENT GENERAL

2116 ABERDEEN DR2303268

Police responded to report of a male making threats to come to the females house. Male made threats by phone. Caller requested male be
placed on trespass complaint form.

17:33:

2699

06/12/2023

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

871 E 239 ST2303269

Fraud check given and bank states it is not good.

18:06:

2404

06/12/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

20100 NAUMANN AV2303270

Complainant stated unknown suspect(s) did take her automobile without permission. 

6/13/23: Stolen Vehicle recovered by Cleve Pd & they towed it to their Tow Lot, CVD cleared from LEADS

18:14:

2300

06/12/2023

THEFT

19560 EUCLID AV2303271

Police responded for a criminal damaging/ theft. Unknown suspect(s) stole two catalytic converters.

18:59:

7398

06/12/2023

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

E 276 ST BRUSH AV2303273

station house report / suspicious person drugged him & was brought back to life
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Date: Time: Location:Oca:

19:29:

2995

06/12/2023

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

24799 LAKE SHORE BLVD2303275

Female advised that saw a juvenile break into the vehicle and attempt to steal it and when they saw her, they fled.

20:04:

2995

06/12/2023

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

24801 LAKE SHORE BLVD2303277

While on an Attempted Stolen Auto call, I was advised that another vehicle was also broken into.

21:49:

7398

06/12/2023

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

1155 BABBITT RD2303279

Suspicious vehicle in parking lot.  Occupied by three males.

22:36:

2995

06/12/2023

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

1155 BABBITT RD2303280

Police responded for a criminal damaging report at Amazon.

00:04:

9999

06/13/2023

SHOTS FIRED

E 200 ST LAKE SHORE BLVD2303281

21:56:

7365

06/12/2023

COMPLAINTS - GENERAL

24950 TREADWELL AV2303282

Male at 24950 treadwell complaining about resident at 24960 smoking marijuana.

00:15:

2995

06/13/2023

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

22801 ST CLAIR AV2303283

The owner of the vehicle reported that he located his rear passenger window was smashed out and his steering column peeled.

00:22:

2497B

06/13/2023

VEHICLE AND/OR PLATES RECOVERED

830 BABBITT RD2303284

Unauthorized Use of Vehicle. On the listed date, time, and location. Police responded and spoke to the listed complainant in regards to the
listed male refusing to return her listed vehicle.

6/21
Vehicle recovered 

6-21-2023 LEADS CLEAR SCANNED INTO DIGITAL MEDIA. AD

00:12:

2404A

06/13/2023

ATTEMPTED GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

1345 E 222 ST2303285

The caller reported that his girlfriend's vehicle was located with damage to the rear passenger window and the steering column.

01:41:

2404

06/13/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

22800 ST CLAIR AV2303286

The complainant reported that he noticed his missing vehicle after working his shift. 

6/19/23: Stolen Vehicle recovered with in the city of Euclid -- CVD cleared it from LEADS
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Date: Time: Location:Oca:

07:05:

2996

06/13/2023

CRIMINAL MISCHIEF

1515 BABBITT RD2303288

Police responded to the residence in reference to criminal mischief.

08:50:

2499

06/13/2023 27351 TUNGSTEN RD2303290

Police respond to a suspicious vehicle call. Upon arrival police discover the vehicle to have been stolen.

09:08:

6394L

06/13/2023

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ANIMALS

19700 NAUMANN AV2303291

On the above listed date, time, and location the listed subject was cited for multiple animal violations.

09:32:

5219

06/13/2023

THREATS - GENERAL

1500 E 191 ST2303294

A female employee at 1500 East 193 Street reported a known female called her job and requested they drug test her.

10:05:

7297

06/13/2023

NEIGHBOR TROUBLE (FREE TEXT)

276 E 242 ST2303295

Stationhouse. See attachmets for report.

09:49:

2496

06/13/2023

VEHICLE AND/OR PLATES RECOVERED FOR US

1525 E 256 ST2303296

Police responded to 1525 E.256th Street in reference to a possible stolen vehicle.

10:09:

2995

06/13/2023

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

22800 ST CLAIR AV2303297

DAMAGE CAUSED TO RED KIA FORTE (OH# JKV2968), BLUE KIA SORENTO (OH#JBH4583). SUSPECT VEHICLES BLUE
KIA FORTE (OH#JNC2432) AND GREY KIA SEDAN (OH#JLS2007)

10:37:

2803

06/13/2023

RECEIVE STOLEN PROPERTY

21784 KENNISON AV2303298

Police respond for the report of a male sleeping in the back of a stolen auto.

11:14:

2323

06/13/2023

THEFT-SHOPLIFTING

21157 EUCLID AV2303299

Known thief entered into the store and stole product by running out the back doors of the business with the product. Employees gave
pursuit of the suspect through the parking lot. He dropped the merchandise and entered into the passenger side of a get away vehicle
before fleeing the scene.

12:31:

2699

06/13/2023

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

24650 EUCLID AV2303300

Stationhouse. See attachmnets for report.

12:31:

2999

06/13/2023

DAMAGE TO PROPERTY

1233 E 222 ST2303301

Unknown suspect(s) arrived in a suspected stolen Kia and attempted to steal the complainant's Kia.
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Date: Time: Location:Oca:

13:01:

2404

06/13/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

1233 E 222 ST2303302

Unknown suspect(s) stole  vehicle from parking lot without keys.

Vehicle located at E 194th St and Lakeshore Blvd on 6-13-23. No suspect info. Owner notified via phone.

13:52:

7398

06/13/2023

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

280 E 266 ST2303303

Complainant states someone is using his phone number for solicitation. Report taken for documentation.

14:26:

2995

06/13/2023

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

25801 LAKE SHORE BLVD2303304

REPORT OF RED HYUNDAI ELANTRA (OH# KAE3462) LEFT IN PARKING LOT NEAR DUMPSTER

14:50:

5309B

06/13/2023

HARASSMENT GENERAL

26151 LAKE SHORE BLVD2303305

Stationhouse. See attachments for report.

15:13:

2404

06/13/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

877 E 200 ST2303306

Female parked her vehicle at 0815 hours and when she went to leave work at 1500 hours, her vehicle was gone.

6/13/23: Stolen Vehicle located by Cleveland Clinic Police Main Campus & Towed to United Towing -- CVD cleared from LEADS

14:42:

2995

06/13/2023

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

27220 TREMAINE DR2303307

Criminal Damaging/ Vehicle Trespass. Rear passenger window of 2011 Hyundai Sonata smashed out and the contents of the vehicle was
gone through.

15:49:

2404

06/13/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

3 GATEWAY DR2303308

Female advised that she parked her vehicle after lunch and when she went to leave work, her vehicle was gone.

6/14/23: Stolen Vehicle recovered with damages by Brecksville Pd -- Cvd cleared from LEADS 

16:05:

1213

06/13/2023

AGG. ROBBERY (FREE TEXT)

19101 EUCLID AV2303309

Police responded to the Euclid Police lobby to meet with a male who wished to report an aggravated robbery that occurred on June 11,
2023 at 19101 Euclid Av.

16:34:

7395

06/13/2023

DISTURBANCE

1501 E 191 ST2303311

Police responded for a disturbance.
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Date: Time: Location:Oca:

17:23:

2300

06/13/2023

THEFT

26260 PARKLANE DR2303312

Female advised that sometime last night an unknown person entered her vehicle and took her wallet.  Female further stated that her wallet
was returned by a neighbor who advised that he found it laying on the sidewalk down the street.

17:39:

2300

06/13/2023

THEFT

689 E 200 ST2303313

THEFT: Two black males arrived in stolen car and stole flat head screwdriver.

17:02:

7395

06/13/2023

DISTURBANCE

26801 BRUSH AV 1702303314

Disturbance. Minor physical altercation between two young children at the playground near this address.

18:23:

2297

06/13/2023

BURGLARY - FORCED ENTRY - RESID

22550 EUCLID AV2303315

Police responded for a burglary in progress. Police located a male suspect inside the apartment. The suspect male was placed under arrest
and transported to CCSO.

18:45:

2499A

06/13/2023

ATTEMPTED STOLEN VEHICLE (FREE TEXT)

22501 SHORE CENTER DR2303316

callers called and advised a male attempted to steal a vehicle and when they couldn't, they stolen another vehicle and fled the area.

19:15:

2997

06/13/2023

VANDALISM

24451 LAKE SHORE BLVD2303317

19:47:

2297

06/13/2023

BURGLARY - FORCED ENTRY - RESID

27801 MILLS AV H2303318

Resident observed a black male crawl through the window of her neighbors apartment. Resident then observed the male get into a vehicle
with a female and leave the scene. Vehicle was located, traffic stop was completed and both occupants were not compliant. Both parties
were taken into custody after being removed from the vehicle. Apartment was found to have been broken into.

20:45:

2404

06/13/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

22624 LAKE SHORE BLVD2303319

Female walked out of the movie theater and discovered her vehicle missing.

6/14/23: vehicle recovered by EPD. See invest 2 for recovery details. CVD to clear from LEADS. EPD/Tina

20:41:

7191

06/13/2023

RECOVERED PROPERTY (OTHER JURISDICTION)

SHERWOOD BL EUCLID AV2303320

Officers responded to a possible single vehical MVA, where the driver of the vehicle left on foot.

19:10:

2300

06/18/2023

THEFT

20215 EUCLID AV2303321

Theft. Unkown black male suspect stole several items from inside the store before leaving the area.
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Date: Time: Location:Oca:

23:21:

2404

06/13/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

22466 SHORE CENTER DR2303322

Police respond to a buisness in regards to a female whose vehicle was stolen. Female stated she does not know who stole her vehicle. The
females vehicle has a damaged window and was stolen without keys.

East Cleveland recovered vehicle (Report Number EC2301815). 
Vehicle unoccupied. Towed to 15608 Euclid Ave, East Cleveland Impound lot.

00:17:

2404

06/14/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

MALLARD AV E 266 ST2303323

Officer located a vehicle entered stolen out of Cleveland. A traffic stop was performed and determined that the registered owner had
recovered the vehicle, and it was never removed as stolen by Cleveland PD.

01:09:

7395

06/14/2023

DISTURBANCE

24455 LAKE SHORE BLVD2303325

01:57:

7394B

06/14/2023

OPEN DOOR WINDOW

1491 CHARDON RD2303326

Officers responded to a report of an alarm drop. Officers located an open back door. Officers made entry and cleared the building.

02:57:

2406

06/14/2023

RECEIVE STOLEN VEHICLE

E 260 ST LAKE SHORE BLVD2303327

Officer observed an entered stolen vehicle driving eastbound on Lakeshore Blvd. A traffic stop was initiated and two occupants fled on
foot. The passenger was later apprehended and transported to the Euclid Police Dept.

03:36:

7395C

06/14/2023

DISTURBANCE - UNWANTED GUEST

371 E 232 ST2303329

Known female suspect stole ring camera and broke windows of a vehicle parked in the street.  Cell phone video of incident provided by
victim. Warrant requests completed.

05:11:

7398B

06/14/2023

SUSPICIOUS PERSON

81 E 233 ST2303330

Police respond to an apartment complex in regards to a report of three unknown males attempting to break into vehicles. Upon arriving on
scene, one male fled on foot. Shortly, after a black vehicle fled the scene at a high rate of speed. Police did not pursue.

06:26:

1398

06/14/2023

AGGRAV MENACING

441 E 275 ST2303332

Officers responded to a report of an unwanted guest. The caller advised dispatch that the father of their children (sixteen and nine years of
age), was at her residence and refused to leave without taking their children with him. The complainant later notified officers that the
father of her children was trespassed from being at her home. The father was intoxicated and fled on foot after threatening the caller and
the police.

03:57:

2404

06/14/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

24455 LAKE SHORE BLVD2303333

Grand theft vehicle - Female stated her vehicle was stolen from the parking lot. 

6/14/23: Stolen Vehicle was located by owner -- Cvd cleared it from LEADS
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Date: Time: Location:Oca:

07:15:

7398

06/14/2023

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

24031 RUSSELL AV2303335

Vehicle was located on the street with a broken rear window and damaged steering column.

07:47:

2499A

06/14/2023

ATTEMPTED STOLEN VEHICLE (FREE TEXT)

23555 EUCLID AV2303336

Police respond for the report of a vehicle with a window broken.

09:08:

2404

06/14/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

20950 LAKELAND BL2303337

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE: Male never returned car rental.

6/15/23:  LEADS clear received from CVD. Unknown recovery information. Referred to Detective Bureau for followup.
EPD/Tina

08:38:

2404A

06/14/2023

ATTEMPTED GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

136 E 233 ST2303338

ATTEMPTED GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE: Female reported Kia with broken window and money missing.

06:39:

2383

06/14/2023

THEFT-FIREARM/DANGEROUS ORDNANCE

441 KENWOOD DR2303340

Complainant states that her vehicle was broken into overnight and 2 of her firearms were stolen. The firearms were reported stolen to
CVD Dispatch and a copy of this report was forwarded to the Detective Bureau. No suspect info.

06:25:

2499A

06/14/2023

ATTEMPTED STOLEN VEHICLE (FREE TEXT)

100 RICHMOND RD2303341

Unidentified male broke window out of vehicle, entered vehicle and damaged the steering column.

10:42:

2404

06/14/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

20400 ARBOR AV2303342

Complainant states that her vehicle was stolen from the parking lot of the elementary school without keys. Report forwarded to the
Detective Bureau.  6/14/23: Vehicle located by Cleveland Clinic -- CVD cleared it from LEADS

12:21:

7395

06/14/2023

DISTURBANCE

26640 TUNGSTEN RD 2012303343

Party in the lobby to speak with an officer, in regard to harassment.

15:54:

2404

06/14/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

1345 E 222 ST2303347

Officers responded to a theft of a motor vehicle. Officers spoke with the person who rented the vehicle. He stated to Officers the vehicle
was stolen around 0730 hours on 06/14/2023. The rental company was notified of this incident. The vehicle was recovered on this date. 

6/14/23: Stolen Vehicle recovered with damages by Cleve PD and towed to their lot -- CVD cleared it from LEADS

16:29:

2404

06/14/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

26241 LAKE SHORE BLVD2303348

Female arrived at the ststaion to report her Kia Forte stolen.
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Date: Time: Location:Oca:
6/14/23: Stolen Vehicle recovered with damages by Cleveland PD & towed to their Lot -- CVD cleared from LEADS

16:51:

1299

06/14/2023

ROBBERY (FREE TEXT)

545 E 222 ST2303349

Officers responded to the front lobby of EPD to take a report of a robbery. Officers spoke with the victim and it was stated she was
walking home after practice when she was approached by two males. The males threatened her with a screwdriver and demanded her cell
phone. No known suspects at this time.

17:53:

2995

06/14/2023

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

503 E 200 ST2303350

The caller stated when he was at work someone broke out his rear passenger window and damaged his steering column

18:00:

3599

06/14/2023

DANGEROUS DRUGS (FREE TEXT)

148 RICHMOND RD2303351

CRU officers initiated a traffic stop for an equipment violation. The operator was found to have an active felony warrant and was taken
into custody. In plainview officer observed suspected narcotics. The vehicle was searched and additional narcotics were located. The male
was transported to Cleveland Police fifth district where he was handed over to officers.

18:42:

7297

06/14/2023

NEIGHBOR TROUBLE (FREE TEXT)

20470 LAKE SHORE BLVD2303352

station house report / reporting party having neighbor trouble

22:00:

7398

06/14/2023

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

24101 LAKE SHORE BLVD2303355

Community Response Unit (CRU) officers responded to Water's Edge Apartments for a report of juveniles looking into cars. Officers
located the 4 of the 5 suspects and detained them for trespassing. One male quickly left the area and was unable to be detained. A pat
down for weapons revealed two of the juveniles had screw driver's on them. One juvenile was discovered to have a felony 3 warrants for
stealing cars and fleeing from the police. Another juvenile has been arrested for stealing cars by Euclid Police in the past. A report was
generated and the screwdrivers were abandoned by the juveniles and taken as evidence.

21:18:

7395C

06/14/2023

DISTURBANCE - UNWANTED GUEST

590 E 266 ST2303356

Officers responded for an unwanted guest. Caller stated that her daughters boyfriend came over kicked the door in started beating on the
daughter then choked the daughter and punched her on the head. When Officer arrived we came in contact with male and male complied
to all orders given. Male was not combative. 

23:04:

2499A

06/14/2023

ATTEMPTED STOLEN VEHICLE (FREE TEXT)

22770 LAKE SHORE BLVD2303357

Police respond to a buisness in regards to a male reporting his vehicle was broken into. The vehicle had a stripped steering column as well
as a busted out rear passenger window. The male stated he was not sure who did this. The report was forwarded to the Detective Bureau.

00:33:

2404

06/15/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

719 BABBITT RD2303358

Grand Theft of a Motor Vehicle: Between 2300 hours on 06/14/2023, and 0033 hours on 06/15/2023, an unknown suspect(s) committed
grand theft of a motor vehicle by knowingly committing theft of an unoccupied motor vehicle from a parking lot area.  

6/19/23: Stolen Vehicle was located within the City of Euclid -- CVD cleared it from LEADS
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02:05:

5412

06/15/2023

TRAFFIC SIGNALS

E 222 ST LAKELAND BLVD2303359

Police conduct a traffic stop on a vehicle in due to the driver of the vehicle not stopping at a red light. The driver of the vehicle admitted
to consuming alcohol prior to driving the vehicle. The driver completed Standard Field Sobriety Tests and was arrested for OVI. The
driver was issued a citation for OVI, prohibited breath, Open Contatiner and Traffic Signals.

04:46:

7395C

06/15/2023

DISTURBANCE - UNWANTED GUEST

27701 SIDNEY DR 342303360

Officers responded to a report of an unwanted guest. No one was present at the scene; officers checked the interior of an unsecured
apartment.

07:32:

2995

06/15/2023

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

25861 TUNGSTEN RD2303361

Police respond to take the report of a vehicle with a broken window and steering column peeled.

07:26:

2404

06/15/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

25000 EUCLID AV2303362

Unknown person's entered onto the property and stole her vehicle. 

6/15/23:
Received hit confirmation and clear from CVD :
vehicle recovered by Cleveland PD; verified good stolen and checked with detective Bureau; per Det, vehicle is not needed for processing
owner can be informed of recovery.
scanned documents into Digital media and forwarded to Detective Bureau.  - GM

07:13:

2384

06/15/2023

THEFT-LICENSE PLATE

26251 BLUESTONE PKWY2303363

Police respond to take the report of a stolen license plate.

08:24:

7398

06/15/2023

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

891 E 223 ST2303364

Police responded to a home for a report of an open window.

08:51:

2404

06/15/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

221 E 244 ST 2032303366

Police respond to take the report for a stolen vehicle. 

Recovered by Cleveland PD on 6/17/23

09:53:

7395C

06/15/2023

DISTURBANCE - UNWANTED GUEST

20485 EUCLID AV2303367

Male went into a store and continued to yell at employees. Male left the scene without further incident and placed on the trespass list.

10:25:

7398

06/15/2023

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

1490 E 193 ST2303368

Stationhouse. See attachmnets for report.
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10:42:

2699

06/15/2023

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

26241 LAKE SHORE BLVD2303369

09:57:

2699

06/15/2023

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

1491 E 191 ST 5072303370

Victim advised that she is has fraudulent activity on her bank account.  Bank referred her to EPD for a report.

11:43:

5707

06/15/2023

CRIMINAL TRESPASS

21070 CRYSTAL AV2303371

Officers responded to 21070 Crystal for a juvenile sleeping in the callers car.

12:28:

2404

06/15/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

24350 LAKE SHORE BLVD 1052303372

Police respond to take the report for a stolen vehicle. 

6/16/23: Stolen vehicle located with damages by Cleveland Police & towed to their lot -- CVD cleared from LEADS

12:39:

7395

06/15/2023

DISTURBANCE

24451 LAKE SHORE BLVD2303373

13:45:

9999

06/15/2023

SHOTS FIRED

27051 BRUSH AV2303374

13:52:

7191

06/15/2023

RECOVERED PROPERTY (OTHER JURISDICTION)

20950 LAKELAND BL2303375

Unknown person(s) returned the stolen vehicle to the parking lot of the business.

15:26:

2699

06/15/2023

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

27550 BRUSH AV2303376

station house: tax fraud

15:17:

1398

06/15/2023

AGGRAV MENACING

24451 LAKE SHORE BLVD 11112303377

Officers responded to an apartment complex for a report of an aggravated menacing. Upon arrival, Officers made contact with the
reporting person who stated her daughter's boyfriend pointed a gun at her. The male was arrested on a warrant.

14:47:

2384

06/15/2023

THEFT-LICENSE PLATE

27060 SIDNEY DR2303378

Female reported that her vehicle license plate was stolen.

15:54:

7395C

06/15/2023

DISTURBANCE - UNWANTED GUEST

24455 LAKE SHORE BLVD2303379

Male let a friend stay at his apartment and his friend damaged his apartment walls
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Date: Time: Location:Oca:

17:20:

3562

06/15/2023

MARIJUANA-POSSESS

EUCLID AV HIGHLAND RD2303381

17:56:

5707

06/15/2023

CRIMINAL TRESPASS

360 E 215 ST2303382

Female came to the lobby of the police department and advised that a male was trespassing on her property.

18:41:

3599

06/15/2023

DANGEROUS DRUGS (FREE TEXT)

26159 EUCLID AV2303383

CRU officer initiated a traffic stop for an equipment violation. An open container along with marijuana were observed in plainview. A
probable cause search was conducted and additional narcotics along with drug paraphernalia were located.

18:52:

2999

06/15/2023

DAMAGE TO PROPERTY

354 E 218 ST2303384

Officer responded for a damage to property report.

Caller stated that young juvenile came onto her property and damaged her yard decorations.

21:26:

7398

06/15/2023

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

3 GATEWAY DR2303385

03:01:

9999

06/16/2023

SHOTS FIRED

213 CAROL AV2303388

Police respond to a residence in regards to multiple calls of gunshots heard in the area. Police located three juvenile males near the area of
the reported gunshots. The juveniles were taken into custody and later released to their parents. Other unknown people were involved in
the incident however, fled from the scene in a vehicle prior to police arrival. Multiple live rounds and shell casings were found at the
scene as well as gunshot bullets to an unrelated vehicle and multiple witnesses' houses. Nobody including nearby witnesses have been
reported to be injuried from the incident.

The video footage obtained from witnesses were emailed to evidence. The physical evidence including: shell casings, live rounds,
cellphone, Nike slide were collected, secured and logged into evidence. The photographs of the scene, the physical evidence, as well as
the gunshots that impacted the vehicle and the nearby houses were uploaded to evidence.

08:09:

2203

06/16/2023

BREAKING AND ENTERING-FORCED ENTRY-NONRESID

1420 DILLE RD2303391

Report of damage caused to front window of business. No items missing or damage to any equipment. no cameras in the area of capture
incident.

09:51:

4801B

06/16/2023

FLEEING/ELUDING AN OFFICER - ARREST

HILLTOP RD EUCLID AV2303392

Police conducted a traffic stop on a vehicle to which the registered owner had a suspended license and possible warrant. As police
approached the vehicle the driver accelerated and fled the area.

09:40:

2497B

06/16/2023

VEHICLE AND/OR PLATES RECOVERED

1434 SULZER AV2303393

Police respond for the report of a suspicous vehicle suspected to be stolen.
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10:39:

2999

06/16/2023

DAMAGE TO PROPERTY

25454 EUCLID AV2303394

Police made contact with the victim in reference to a report of vehicle trespass.

12:59:

5309B

06/16/2023

HARASSMENT GENERAL

235 E 216 ST2303397

station house: Telecommunications harrassment

15:29:

2404A

06/16/2023

ATTEMPTED GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

374 E 200 ST2303400

Male parked his vehicle in his driveway and someone broke out the window and peeled the column.

16:18:

7398

06/16/2023

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

1510 E 191 ST2303401

CRU officers observed a suspicious male that appeared to be concealing a firearm in his pocket. The male crossed the street horizontality
in the way of traffic when a crosswalk with available. Officers stopped the male and discovered a loaded firearm in the males pocket. It
was also discovered the male had multiple felony warrants. The male was taken into custody and handed over to the entering agency.

16:54:

2204

06/16/2023

BURGLARY-NO FORCED ENTRY-RESID

1321 E 279 ST 101B2303402

Police responded to report of a male who broke into an apartment and damaged personal items and areas of the apartment. Caller did not
wish to pursue with criminal charges at this time.

18:09:

5299

06/16/2023

WEAPON OFFENSE (FREE TEXT)

E 215 ST TRACY AV2303403

WEAPON OFFENSE: Male fired handgun at two juveniles. Father of juveniles arrived and fired a round at male. Male fled.  One spent
casing was recovered by officers.

20:16:

2404A

06/16/2023

ATTEMPTED GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

24101 LAKE SHORE BLVD2303405

Officers responded to an apartment complex for a report of a female breaking into a car. Officers were flagged down by a different female
who was identified to be the owner. The cars window and steering column was damaged.

01:00:

1204

06/17/2023

AGG. ROBBERY-STREET-GUN

1444 E 221 ST2303407

Two male suspects, both armed with handguns, held two victims at gunpoint and ordered one victim to take off their jewelry. The
suspects entered an SUV parked nearby on the street and fled the scene. One of the victims who possessed a valid CCW permit,
discharged their handgun at the SUV as it fled the scene and shattered the rear window. No injuries reported. Detectives to follow up.

00:20:

2999

06/17/2023

DAMAGE TO PROPERTY

22705 LAKE SHORE BLVD 3352303408

A male allegedly came to his child's mother's residence and kicked the door in. He took the child and left. The female called to report the
incident but was not on scene while police were there. She said she would come to the station but did not. I called and left a voicemail
when she did not show up to the station.

01:29:

2999

06/17/2023

DAMAGE TO PROPERTY

1540 E 193 ST2303409

A parked vehicle was damaged and rifled through. No suspects at this time.
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02:29:

8997N

06/17/2023

FIRE CALL-VEH FIRE/OUTSIDE

ZEMAN AV E 260 ST2303410

While driving N/B on E 260th officers observed a vehicle parked on Zeman Av with thick smoke coming out of the window. Officers
alerted EFD and then used the patrol vehicles fire extinguisher on the burning vehicle until EFD arrived. 
Vehicle was towed without incident. During the vehicle inventory a bag of unknown white powder was located in the vehicle and seized.

04:51:

2499

06/17/2023 26951 BRUSH AV2303411

Police respond to a residence in regards to a report of a suspicion vehicle circling the location. Upon arrving at the scene police observe
the vehicle parked in a parking space and two juveniles run from the vehicle. The vehicle had a stripped column and broken rear driver
side window. A firearm was located in the vehicle underneath the passenger seat. The location of the males were unknown. The vehicle
was towed.

08:35:

2404

06/17/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

26151 LAKE SHORE BLVD2303412

Stolen KIA from front parking lot.

6/19/23: Stolen Vehicle was located by Cleveland Pd with damages -- CVD cleared from LEADS

08:44:

2404

06/17/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

21050 CRYSTAL AV DOWN2303413

Offier responded to 21050 Crystal for a car stolen with keys

6/19/23: Stolen vehicle recovered by Cleveland PD & Towed to their Lot, CVD cleared it from LEADS

11:48:

2325

06/17/2023

THEFT-FROM AUTO

26151 LAKE SHORE BLVD2303414

Catalytic Converter theft from the parking lot of the vista.

13:30:

7189C

06/17/2023

PROPERTY DAMAGE

23306 PAM CT2303415

station house report / vehicle was damaged by flying golf balls

14:20:

2300

06/17/2023

THEFT

1155 BABBITT RD2303416

Police responded to Amazon, in reference to a theft.

15:23:

2699

06/17/2023

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

19200 ROSELAND AV2303418

station house report / personal information used by someone she does not know

16:16:

3808B

06/17/2023

CHILD ENDANGERING

24455 LAKE SHORE BLVD 11122303419

Officers responded to the Harbor Crest Apartments for a welfare check on a toddler crying.
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17:38:

1398

06/17/2023

AGGRAV MENACING

19201 EUCLID AV 1412303420

Officer responded to 19365 Euclid Ave for a female assaulted

19:48:

2699

06/17/2023

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

22 GEORGETOWN SQ2303421

station house report / someone used her identity

20:26:

3808B

06/17/2023

CHILD ENDANGERING

27001 BRUSH AV 1052303422

Officers responded to an apartment complex for a report of a woman threatening people. Officers made contact with the woman who
showed signs of intoxication. The woman's children were removed from the home and sent with a grandparent.

02:15:

5309B

06/18/2023

HARASSMENT GENERAL

1560 E 248 ST2303425

A female called to report that her husband who she has a protection order against keeps coming to her residence. The investigation
revealed there is no protection order in LEADS and she did not have a physical copy. Her story of him following her home on this night
was convoluted and she eventually became uncooperative and went in the house. She admitted to being intoxicated.

05:43:

2404

06/18/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

21070 CRYSTAL AV2303428

Officers responded to a broadcast call of a woman reporting her vehicle was taken with keys out of her driveway. The woman advised
someone slid open her laundry room window, entered the home without permission, and stole her keys and then drove off with her
vehicle. The vehicle was subsequently recovered by Cleveland Police. 

06:52:

2604B

06/18/2023

TAKING IDENTITY OF ANOTHER

23339 ROGER DR2303429

station house - complainant states someone opened an account in his name in 2021.

08:14:

2404

06/18/2023

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

25401 N LAKELAND BL 206B2303430

Female received a phone call from Bratenahl Police stating her vehicle was located in their city after a MVA. Vehicle appeared to be a
fresh stolen due to a broken window and peeled column. The vehicle was towed by BPD with no suspect information.

08:57:

2204A

06/18/2023

ATTEMPTED BURGLARY-NO FORCED ENTRY-RESID

21050 CRYSTAL AV DN2303431

Officers responded to 21050 Crystal for juveniles attempting to break into the downstairs apartment.

10:03:

5219

06/18/2023

THREATS - GENERAL

21601 BRUCE AV2303432

station house report / prp is being threatned by family member

11:38:

7398

06/18/2023

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

1541 E 191 ST 3242303435

Female called EPD for a "mental subject" then cancelled.  She then called for an assist with belongings.  EPD Stood by for the assist.  The
male half gathered his belongings without incident.  Female later called EPD again claiming the male had taken her "SIM CARD".
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15:43:

7189C

06/18/2023

PROPERTY DAMAGE

24151 BRIARDALE AV2303437

station house - vehicle was damaged while parked at the golf course

15:45:

5219

06/18/2023

THREATS - GENERAL

1538 E 256 ST2303438

Threats. Unknown male suspect made threats to come to this residence and fight the occupants.

16:35:

7189C

06/18/2023

PROPERTY DAMAGE

20371 PRIDAY AV2303439

Police responded to report of a damaged patio support beam at a vacant rental property.

18:10:

2995

06/18/2023

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

20470 NICHOLAS AV2303441

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY: Juveile kicked caller's door. No damage or suspect.

21:15:

1398

06/18/2023

AGGRAV MENACING

21451 KENNISON AV2303443

Police responded to the Euclid Police lobby to speak to a female regarding report of threats she is receiving from her childs father.

23:37:

7297

06/18/2023

NEIGHBOR TROUBLE (FREE TEXT)

22601 COULTER AV2303445

station house - neighbor cut their lawn and grass clippings were left on complainant's property.

22:31:

5707

06/18/2023

CRIMINAL TRESPASS

1501 E 191 ST 2272303446

Officers reported to a broadcast call of two males on the second floor balcony of an apartment. When the occupants of the apartment
observed the males, they jumped off the balcony and fled the scene.

Total Records: 150
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